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Abstract—Ubiquitous computing aims to integrate computer
technology in man’s everyday life in various fields. To impr ove
interactivity, it offers the user the ability to accessvarious features
and servicesof its envir onment and fr om any mobile lightweight
autonomous device while adapting them to the user’s context.
Cloud computing allowed ubiquitous systemsto be more efficient
at a more reducedcost. This accentuatessecurity problems and
particulary pri vacy preserving. The existing mechanisms and
solutionsare inadequateto addressnew challenges.In this paper,
a new security architecture called TreeBaseddistrib uted Privacy
Protection System is proposed. It supports protection of users
pri vate data and addressesthe shortcomingsof existing systems.
Furthermor e, it takes into account the domain dissociation
property, in order to achieve decentralized data protection.

Keywords–Ubiquitous Computing; Cloud computing; Security;
Private Data Protection; Privacy; Integrity.

I . INTRODUCTION

The growing numberof Internetusersand the integration
of mobile clients has changeddistributed computerscience,
by allowing the creationof smart and communicatingenvi-
ronments,thus offering to the user the opportunity to make
interactionswith its environmentandits equipmentseasilyand
transparentlyleadingto the conceptof ubiquitouscomputing.

The importanceof securityand privacy in ubiquitousand
pervasive systemsis universally agreed.This paper is an
extensionof initial work in this area that was presentedin
[1] (UBICOMM 2016). The scopehas beenbroadenedand
significant extensionshas beenmade.In particular, we have
addednew materialto SectionIII, SectionV, andSectionVI.
Otheramendmentshave beenmadethroughoutthe paper.

Theoriginsof ubiquitoussystemsdatebackto 1991,when
Mark Weiser [2] presentedhis futuristic vision of the 21st
centurycomputingby establishingthefoundationsof pervasive
computing.It aimsto integratecomputertechnologyin man’s
everyday life in variousfields (Health, Public services,etc.).
To improve interactivity, it offers the userthe ability to access
variousfeaturesandservicesof his environmentandfrom any
mobiledevice (personaldigital assistantPDA, tabletcomputer,
smartphone,etc.).

Themostimportantfeatureof pervasive computingis con-
text awareness.The usercontext affects the availableservices
asthesurroundingnetworking environmentadaptsto theneeds
of the user. Variouspiecesof information are madeavailable
to the networks in orderto provide a conciseuserexperience,
thus leadingto privacy issues.

Cloud computingis anotheremerging technologythat is
still unclearto many securityproblems[3]. Cloud Computing
is amodelof computing,in which theuserscanrentinfrastruc-
ture,platformor softwareservicesfrom othervendorswithout
requiring the physical accessto the rentedservice.Thereare
threemain typesof cloudofferings:Infrastructureasa Service
(IaaS),Platformasa Service(PaaS)andSoftwareasa Service
(SaaS).

IaaSoffers virtualized instancesof baremachinesleaving
the installationand customizationof softwaresincluding the
OperatingSystem to cloud computing customers.In PaaS,
an application framework is provided to the customersfor
developing their software with. A SaaS provider offers a
particularapplicationas a web service,which customerscan
customizeto their needs.

The Cloud ServiceProvider (CSP) focuseson infrastruc-
ture andsoftwareexpertise,andaims to optimize their utility
by providing centralizedservicesfor one or many clients.
The benefit to the cloud service client (CSC) is that the
costassociatedwith theunderlyinginfrastructureandsoftware
services,neededto supportthe CSCsapplication,is reduced.
In spiteof thewidespreadadoption,organizationsarestill wary
of storingtheir sensitive datawith a CSP. Privacy risk remains
a major concernin the cloud computingenvironment.

The emergence of these technologieshas created new
security problems, for which solutions and existing mech-
anisms are inadequate,especially concerningthe problems
of authenticationand users’ private data protection.In such
a system, the existenceof a centralizedand homogeneous
securitypolicy is in fact not desirable.Centralizedapproaches
aresuitablefor systemswith fewer numberof (web) services
andlimited numberof client requests,sinceit is alwaysprone
to bottleneckdelaysand single point failure. It is therefore
necessaryto give moreautonomyto securitysystems,mainly
by providing themwith mechanismsestablishingdynamicand
flexible cooperationandcollaboration.

Privacy is one feature that must be accountedfor in all
systemsthatincludehumanusersor any kind of datapertaining
to humans.This must be plannedfor, from the designphase,
and handled in all phasesof system deployment. Privacy
is, however, also a difficult conceptand largely a culturally
dependenttrait. What can be expect to keep private, and
not the least, from whom do we keep information private.
Nevertheless,whatever privacy level we decideon, oneshould
ensurethat it is credibly maintained[4].
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The objective of our work is to develop an architecture
that meets the security constraints of the ubiquitous systems
that support the protection of user’s private data. The idea is
to consider the separation of different user data on separate
domains, so that an intruder never reaches all of the user’s
private information and protect them against unauthorized and
unwanted access and limit the transmission of such sensitive
data. Even though the study has been done for ubiquitous sys-
tems, the proposed method can be applied to cloud computing
as well.

The paper is organized as follows: after this introduction,
some existing research works on the domain are presented in
Section II (Ubiquitous environment security requirements) and
Section III with a comparison between them. Then, in Section
IV, the proposed system is given with an illustrative example.
An improved solution based on a tree structure is presented in
Section V, with some algorithms, and a comparison with the
pre-cited existing solutions. A conclusion and some perspec-
tives finish this paper.

II. SECURITY IN UBIQUITOUS SYSTEMS AND CLOUD
COMPUTING

Ubiquitous systems are mainly distributed, reactive to
context, and deal with user personal data. It is therefore
necessary to give more autonomy to their security systems,
mainly by providing them with mechanisms through dynamic
and flexible cooperation and collaboration to ensure the smooth
flow of data in this system. We must develop robust protocols
that ensure high confidence in the services and minimize the
vulnerabilities of such systems.

A. Ubiquitous features

Different kinds of terms, such as ambient intelligence,
ambient networking and ubiquitous computing, have been
introduced to portray the visions of enhanced interaction
between the users and the surrounding technology. The main
features of ubiquitous environment are the user mobility and
the proliferation of light devices, communicating through light
and wireless infrastructure. Thus, the convergence of terrestrial
infrastructure (Local Area Network LAN, fiber optic, etc.)
and mobility (Global system for mobile GSM, 4G and WIFI)
enables users to have access to a vast and limitless network of
information and services regardless of place and time.

One vision, preached by [5], lists the following as key
requirements:

• Unobtrusive hardware

• Seamless communication

• Dynamic and distributed device networks

• Natural feeling human interfaces

• Dependability and security

All these features create complex security problems. This
requires the introduction of advanced authentication methods,
the management and distribution of security keys between the
various entities on the network, while respecting the constraints
of wireless networks, such as the radio interface capacity and
mobile devices, resources that represent the bottleneck of such
networks.

B. Cloud computing

There are a variety of ways that the privacy of data can be
compromised in a cloud service environment [6]. This includes
the following:

1) Sharing of data with an unauthorized party: The Cloud
provider could compromise the confidentiality of the
data by sharing the data that it stores with unautho-
rized parties.

2) Corruption of data stored: The Cloud Computing
providers root access to physical machines allows
them to have access capacity for data modification or
deletion.

3) Malicious Internal Users: The employee of a Cloud
Computing Provider who has root access to these
physical machines, could access the data and use it
for their own advantage.

4) Data Loss or Leakage: When a virtual machine is
used in an infrastructure, it poses a variety of security
issues, which could lead to a compromise of the data.

5) Account or Service Hijacking: If the service is hi-
jacked, or the computer is hacked into by an intruder,
the hacker will have access to data.

Storing the data in the cloud, can increase the privacy
risks for not only the cloud client (simple or organization) but
also for the cloud implementers, the services providers and
the data subject. Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PET) can
be used by the developers of the application to enhance the
individuals privacy in an application development environment.
PET technologies include:

• Privacy management tools that enable inspection of
server-side policies that specify the permissible ac-
cesses to data

• Secure online access mechanisms to enable individuals
to check and update the accuracy of their personal data

• Anonymizer tools, which will help users from reveal-
ing their true identity by not revealing the privately
identifiable information to the cloud service provider.

A state of the art of Privacy solutions in the cloud is given
in [3] and [6].

C. Security Requirements

The main issues that must be addressed in terms of security
are [7]:

1) Authentication mechanisms and credential manage-
ment,

2) Authorization and access control management,
3) Shared data security and integrity,
4) Secure one-to-one and group communication,
5) Heterogeneous security/environment requirements

support,
6) Secure mobility management,
7) Capability to operate in devices with low resources,
8) Automatic configuration and management of these

facilities.
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To guarantee the security of ubiquitous systems and the
cloud, they must meet the following requirements as defined
in [8]:

• Decentralization: Ubiquitous environment is designed
to allow the user and all its resources to be accessible
anywhere and anytime. The mobile user must have
access to his attributes, and prove his identity in
this environment without claiming all the time the
centralized server of his organization. The security
policy implementation should be as decentralized as
possible. A decentralized approach is always desired
whenever dealing with a consequent number of spread
data and clients.

• Interoperability: The heterogeneity is a feature of
ubiquitous applications. The proposed solution in-
volves the implementation of a decentralized system
for collaboration and interaction between heteroge-
neous organizations.

• Traceability and non-repudiation: The design of a
completely secure ubiquitous system is impossible.
But, the implementation of mechanisms to quickly
identify threats or attacks (such as non-repudiation /
tracking) provides an acceptable issue.

• Transparency: Ubiquitous computing aims to simplify
the use of its resources. In ubiquitous applications and
environments, the problems of authentication are more
complex because of the lack of unified authentication
mechanism. Several techniques have been designed to
make user authentication easy and done in a transpar-
ent manner (Single Sign On).

• Flexibility: New authentication techniques have
emerged such as biometrics, Radio frequency iden-
tification (RFID), etc. Thus, a security system for
ubiquitous environment must be able to integrate these
different means of identification and adapt authen-
tication mechanisms to the context of the user, the
capacity and the type of used devices.

• Protection of Privacy: The identity and attributes of a
person are confidential information that is imperative
to protect. To secure these data we must implement
protocols that protect and ensure confidentiality.

III. PRIVACY IN UBIQUITOUS SYSTEMS

The implementation of security solutions in ubiquitous
environments has many constraints, like limited capacity of
batteries, device mobility and limited time response. Imposing
Privacy in the cloud is still a challenge.

Mobile devices and the Internet of Things (IoT) present
some problems such as incorrect location information, privacy
violation, and difficulty of end-user control. A conceptual
model is presented in [9], to satisfy requirements, which
include a privacy-preserving location supporting protocol us-
ing wireless sensor networks for privacy-preserving child-
care and safety, where the end-user has authorized credentials
anonymity.

In [10], the author uses the framework of contextual
integrity related to privacy, developed by Nissenbaum in

2010 [11], as a tool to understand citizen’s response to the
implementation of IoT related technology in a supermarket.
The purpose was to identify and understand specific changes
in information practices brought about by the IoT that may
be perceived as privacy violations. Issues identified included
the mining of medical data, invasive targeted advertising, and
loss of autonomy through marketing profiles or personal affect
monitoring.

Information availability is already evident in the emergence
of social networking and the way people freely give out infor-
mation about themselves and the people they know, providing
avenues for identity theft. Thus, in the advent of ambient
computing environment, user has to trust the system in order
to agree to disclose information about themselves, i.e., adjust
their privacy settings accordingly. However, the trust evaluation
made by a person can be affected and it is not always a rational
thing.

Trust is a concept that may involve and justify the disclo-
sure of personally identifiable sensitive information. Trading
privacy for trust is thus a way for balancing the subjective value
of what is revealed in exchange of what is obtained. A flexible
privacy-preserving mechanism trading privacy for trust-based
and cost-based incentives is given in [12]. In a classical view of
privacy, a user exposes (part of) personal information in order
to be trusted enough to get access to the service of interest.
In other words, privacy disclosure is traded for the amount
of reputation that the user may need to be considered as a
trustworthy partner in some kind of negotiation.

Mobile terminals are usually personal items, so privacy is
to be considered when virtualization in cloud computing is
used and data processed remotely. In [13], a mobile terminal
virtualization framework is proposed to meet issues such as
security, privacy and quality of service by encrypting data
communications by the cloud server usign an asymmetric
cryptography scheme.

The author of [14] presents a study of privacy implications
of location-based information provision and collection on user
awareness and behaviour, in the particular case when using
GeoSNs (Geo-Social Networking applications). The first result
is the extent of potential personal information that is derived
from location information, and the second result is the need
to improve users knowledge, access and visibility of their data
and to be able to control and manage their location data.

Middleware is an essential layer in the architecture of
ubiquitous systems, and recently, more emphasis has been
put on security middleware as an enabling component for
ubiquitous applications. This is due to the high levels of
personal and private data sharing in these systems. In [7], some
representative security middleware approaches are reviewed
and their various properties, characteristics, and challenges are
highlighted.

Privacy by Design concept integrates respect for users
privacy into systems managing user data from the early stage.
Mobile applications do not suit this concept and lack trans-
parency, consent and security. In [15], a new permission model
suitable for mobile applications is given. It is integrated into
mobile operating systems; well designed, it makes a proactive
privacy-respecting tool embedded in the system. The authors
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focus permissions on data and the action that can be carried
out on this data, rather than on the technology used.

A. Literature Review

Several security systems providing protection of sensitive
data have been proposed and we chose to detail some of them:

1) Hybrid Hash-based Authentication (HHA):Dhasarathan
et al. [16] present an intelligent model to protect user’s valuable
personal data based on multi-agents. A hybrid hash-based
authentication technique as an end point lock is proposed. It is
a composite model coupled with an anomaly detection inter-
face algorithm for cloud user’s privacy preserving (intrusion
detection, unexpected activities in normal behavior).

2) Privacy-enhanced Operating Systems (POS):In [17],
the authors focus on information privacy protection in a post-
release phase. Without entirely depending on the information
collector, an information owner is provided with powerful
means to control and audit how his/her released information
will be used, by whom, and when. A set of innovative
owner-controlled privacy protection and violation detection
techniques have been proposed: Self-destroying File, Mutation
Engine System, Automatic Receipt Collection, and Honey
Token-based Privacy Violation Detection. A next generation
privacy-enhanced operating system, which supports the pro-
posed mechanisms, is introduced. Such a privacy-enhanced
operating system stands for a technical breakthrough, which
offers new features to existing operating systems.

3) Private Information Retrieval (PIR):This protocol al-
lows users to learn data items stored on a server, which is not
fully trusted, without disclosing to the server the particular data
element retrieved. In [18], the author investigates the amount
of data disclosed by the the most prominent PIR protocols
during a single run. From this investigation, mechanisms that
limit the PIR disclosure to a single data item are devised.

4) Private Set Intersection (PSI):Efficiency and scalability
become critical criteria for privacy preserving protocols in
the age of Big Data. In [19], a new Private Set Intersection
protocol, based on a novel approach called oblivious Bloom
intersection is presented. The PSI problem consists of two
parties, a client and a server, which want to jointly compute
the intersection of their private input sets in a manner that at
the end the client learns the intersection and the server learns
nothing. The proposed protocol uses a two-party computation
approach, which makes use of a new variant of Bloom filters
called by the author Garbled Bloom filters, and the new
approach is referred to as Oblivious Bloom Intersection.

5) Differential Privacy: Releasing sensitive data while pre-
serving privacy is a problem that has attracted considerable
attention in recent years. One existing solution for addressing
the problem is differential privacy, which requires that the data
released reveals little information about whether any particular
individual is present or absent from the data. To fulfill such
a requirement, a typical approach adopted by the existing
solutions is to publish a noisy version of the data instead of
the original one. The author of [20] considers a fundamental
problem that is frequently encountered in differentially private
data publishing: Given a setD of tuples defined over a domain
Ω, the aim is to decomposeΩ into a setS of sub-domains and

publish a noisy count of the tuples contained in each sub-
domain, such thatS and the noisy counts approximate the
tuple distribution inD as accurately as possible. To remedy the
deficiency of existing solutions, the author presents PrivTree,
a histogram construction algorithm that adopts hierarchical
decomposition but completely eliminates the dependency on
a predefined limith on the recursion depth in the splitting of
Ω.

6) Paillier scheme: Nowadays, biometric data are more
and more used within authentication processes. Such data
are usually stored in databases and underlie inherent privacy
concerns. Therefore, special attention should be paid to their
handling. The most currently available biometric systems lack
sufficient privacy protection. The authors of [21] propose a
privacy preserving similarity verification system based on the
Paillier scheme. This scheme, being an asymmetric as well as
additive homomorphic cryptography approach, enables signal
processing in the encrypted domain operations. They also
introduce a padding approach to increase entropy for better
filling the co-domain, combine the benefits of signal processing
in the encrypted domain with the advantages of salting. The
concept of verification of encrypted biometric data comes
at the cost of increased computational effort. The proposed
scheme in [21] lowers the error rates and reduces the amount
of data disclosed in an authentication attempt using a privacy-
preserving biometric authentication scheme.

7) Pseudonymization:Pseudonymization as a data privacy
concept is not new and in general it is about who creates the
pseudonyms, who has access to them and who has access to
data. In [22], the author presents a unified view on pseudonyms
and an in-house pseudonymization solution. A pseudonym
is a local identifier with no relation with the demographics
of a person. Persistent identifiers are introduced to maintain
the updates and internal matching considerations. Then an
algorithm, to create a pseudonym from a person identifiers,
is given, with a national pseudonymization service to resist
update problems and wrong matching decisions.

8) Chaavi: A privacy preserving architecture as a solution
for webmail systems is given in [6], in which users can
retain their mail in the servers of their service providers in
a cloud, without compromising functionality (searchability of
mails) or privacy. The authors proposedChaavi, a webmail
infrastructure, based on the public/private key model, to en-
crypt email with a custom implementation of encrypted indices
for keyword searches, using the servers infrastructure. Chaavi
consists of the following components:

• A browser: The browser is responsible for rendering
the pages created by the web application.

• Browser extensions: They are used to encrypt the
secure message sent to the server, to decrypt the
messages that are sent from the server and, addition-
ally, they have key generation and key management
functionality.

• A Web application: The webmail application provides
graphical user interfaces for the users to read, send
and search messages.

• A data base: This database is looked up when the user
performs a keyword search.
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Figure 1: Chaavi - Architecture [6].
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Figure 2: Sending and Searching for a Message in Chaavi [6].

• A mail server: The mail server sends and receives
email communicated to it through the Internet.

Figure 1 gives the overall architecture of the system.

When a user sends a message from the web application
(Figure 2), the Encryption module encrypts the message and
extracts and encrypts the keywords. The web application
sends the encrypted message and keywords to the web server.
On receiving the encrypted message and the keywords, at
the server-side, the application saves the encrypted message
alongside with the encrypted keywords in a database for future
retrieval. The application then transfers the mail to the Mail
Server (SMTP server) to be be delivered to recipient.

9) TREMA: Trust of a peer is based on its prior transac-
tions with other peers. The main challenge is how to collect
and distribute reputation scores of peers efficiently. TREMA
[23] is a tree-based reputation management solution where
nodes are organized at different positions in a tree, based on
their reputation, with peers of higher reputation at higher lev-
els. A peer always trusts his ancestors while he is answerable
for his descendants. When two peers execute a transaction, a
trust route is formed between them. If the transaction succeeds
a reward is given to all nodes in the route, but if the transaction
fails all the nodes in the route are penalized. If a child becomes
trustee than his parent, a swap of their positions is done.
One inconvenient in using a tree structure is the possibility to
obtain a weakly connected tree, which may cause a partition.
the authors proposed adding extra-links. The implementation
proposed is based on the following APIs:

• NodeFind: finding and connecting a new node to an
existing one in the system.

• NodeJoin: a new node that wishes to join the network,
NodeFind must be executed first then a message
”JOIN” is sent to the contact node. If the contact node
is not the correct one, it forwards the message to the
nodes in its subtree. This opertaion may takeO(logn)
steps.

• NodeLeave: If a node wishes to leave the network,
then the system will establish new tree links and close
old ones.

• NodeFailureDiscovery: In case a node discovers one
of its neighbors is not responding, then the node will
be considered as a ”leave node” and NodeLeave will
be called.

10)iPrivacy: Users wish to preserve full control over their
sensitive data and cannot accept that is accessible by the
service provider. Previous research was made on techniques to
protect data stored on un-trusted servers. An approach where
confidential data is stored in a highly distributed data base,
partly located on the cloud and partly on the clients, is given
in [24]. To ensure data protection three major techniques on
managing sensitive data exist:

• Data encryption

• Data fragmentation and encryption

• Data fragmentation with owner involvement.

These approaches suppose that the data is stored uniquely
on cloud servers. The author of [24], proposes that the user
gets a copy of data and a local agent maintains authorized data
replicated and accessed by other authorized users in the cloud.
The solution consists of two parts: a trusted client and a remote
untrusted synchronizer (see Figure 3). The client maintains
local data storage where:

• The files that she owns are (or at least can be) stored
as plain-text;

• The others, instead, are encrypted each with a different
key.

The Synchronizer stores the keys to decrypt the shared
dossiers owned by the local client and the modified dossiers to
synchronize. When another client needs to decrypt a dossier,
she connects to the Synchronizer and obtains the corresponding
decryption key. The data and the keys are stored in two
separate entities, none of which can access information without
the collaboration of the other part.

B. Synthesis

The different approaches have been evaluated based on the
requirements of ubiquitous computing security (see Table I
whereX stands for requirement guaranteed by the method, X
otherwise, and− means that the requirement is not relevant).

• Hybrid Hash-based Authentication: The solution is
based on multi-agents in cloud environment so de-
centralization and interoperability is evident. Trans-
parency and Flexibility are not guaranteed because
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TABLE I: COMPARISON BETWEEN EXISTINGPRIVACY SOLUTIONS.

Decentralization Inter-operability Traceability Autonomy Flexibility Privacy
HAA X X – X X X
POS X – X X X X
PIR – – – X X X
PSI X X – X X X

Differential Privacy X – – – X X
Pallier Scheme X X X X X X

Pseudonymisation X X X X X X
Chaavi X X X X X X

TREMA X X X X X X
iPrivacy X X X X X X

"local": 
owner

"local":
receiver

"remote":
synchronizer

"artifact"
encrypted files

"artifact"
encrypted files

"artifact"
Synchro data

"artifact"
Decrypting keys

Figure 3: Proposed data management in iPrivacy [24].

the solution is an end-point solution and computations
are needed. So we considered that privacy is not
guaranteed because intrusion is always possible.

• Privacy-enhanced Operating Systems: The proposed
Operating System offers decentralization and inter-
operability because it is an OS. But no autonomy
or flexibility is offered because the user executes
the privacy protection mechanisms. We deduce that
privacy is not guaranteed because it is a post-release
solution.

• Private Information Retrieval: In this case we cannot
talk about interoperability, traceability, or decentral-
ization. But the protocol is not transparent or flexible
because the client system takes part in the compu-
tations but in the same time this guarantees privacy,
because only one item is treated in PIR.

• Private Set Intersection: The protocol treats the case
of big data (cloud) so many servers are considered
(decentralization and interoperability). Like for PIR
protocol, the client takes part in the computations, so
it is not transparent or flexible. Privacy is supposed
guaranteed.

• Differential Privacy: It deals with data decomposition

so decentralization is possible, but the proposed sys-
tem is not a protocol so interoperability, traceability,
or autonomy cannot be evaluated. Because the compu-
tations are complex, flexibility is not considered, but
this guarantees privacy.

• Pallier scheme: Dealing with biometric authentication
mechanism means centralization and homogeneity.
The proposed solution is complex, which makes it not
flexible but privacy is assured.

• Pseudonymization: Multiple virtual identities means
a decentralized supposed inter-operable system. The
pseudos are generated by the client application, which
makes it not autonomous and non flexible. Traceability
is a requirement, for matching considerations, but this
also makes privacy not guaranteed.

• Chaavi: It consists of a homogeneous webmail in-
frastructure with a centralized mail server. The con-
tribution is in the encryption module added to the
client browser, which makes it non flexible. Of course,
traceability is guaranteed, but not privacy because it
is based on a simple messages encryption approach.

• TREMA: The solution is proposed for a Peer to
Peer (P2P) system organized as a tree, this implies
decentralization and inter-operability. It is based on
trust relation between the nodes, so traceability is also
supposed. But the trust management and the possible
change of position in the tree, makes it not flexible
and lacks autonomy. We supposed that privacy is not
guaranteed because it is a trade-off between trust and
privacy.

• iPrivacy: The system supposes a highly distributed
database, which means decentralization but no inter-
operability. This database is partly located on the cloud
and partly on the client, which means no flexibility and
no autonomy. Privacy and traceability are of course
guaranteed because of the structure of a database.

IV. PROPOSITION OF A NEWMANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF
PRIVATE DATA

A. Problem Positioning

The development of Web services, the vast heterogeneity
of the connection techniques and conditions of communication
(including bandwidth), the proliferation of mobile devices,
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and the heterogeneity of protocols and their deployment in
mobile and ubiquitous computing increase significantly the
risks related to the protection of user’s privacy. Implemented
security policies impose protocols that enable the conservation
and management of personal data, and limit their transmissions
from mobile devices as well as their movement within the
network. This is a good approach to avoid some attacks like
sniffing.

The security solutions presented previously are typically
based on backing up data on a single server. The private
data of the user are stored on a single server, the invocation
(request) to a secure service by a user, will acquire its data
from the server after an authentication procedure. However,
these solutions suffer from two deficiencies: the first is the
inability to access the data without a reliable connection,
secure, permanent and fast server, a set of conditions difficult
to meet in any environment. The second is the centralization
of data on a single server, which represents a vulnerability
because if the server is compromised the entire system will
be.

As part of our project, we will mainly deal with the
following two issues:

• How to protect private data of the mobile user in a
transparent way, easily and without being intrusive?

• How to decentralize the data and the user’s personal
information in a fast and secure manner?

B. The Proposed Architecture

To satisfy ubiquitous environmental security requirements
such as decentralization, flexibility and protection of private
data, we opted for a hierarchical architecture. The principle
of this solution is the distribution of the user data on a set of
servers so that each of them contains only the information
needed for user authentication, and the servers (nodes) are
distributed randomly over a virtual structure. This data is
scattered in the system as follows:

• Personal data is not on a single server, but on multiple
different servers.

• No server owns the totality of a particular client
personal data.

The entities involved in this architecture are as follows:

• The user: a human being (client), who is the consumer
of the service.

• Generator of identifier (GenID): a node that is respon-
sible for generating a unique identifier for users during
their registration in the system.

• Domains: A domain represents a business, a service
provider (music, videos, bank, etc.).

The architecture is based on the following hypothesis:

• The architecture is ephemeral and only the request
message and the transmission of personal information
uses the links.

• No node knows the entire structure.

• A node knows only its successors and its predecessor.

• A pre-authentication of the domains of the environ-
ment is performed using a third party authentication.

• Each user has at least one certificate (issued by his
domain of affiliation) and can acquire others in other
domains.

Each user has a universal identifier, distributed among all
domains at its first registration in the system, which allows
gathering its data. Some user data can be replicated on some
servers, but each of them stores the personal information
necessary to it and the additional information obtained from
other nodes are deleted.

C. Illustrative Example

Suppose Alice has an identity certificate containing her
name, photograph, date of birth, address, Social Security
number, fingerprint, account number, her public key and her
profession.

Alice’s complete
identity certificate →





Alice
Professor
Birth date
Security ID
Photo
Fingerprint
Public key
Address
Bank account ID

If she wants to rent a car, Alice must present a document
(certificate) confirming the user name and some personal
information such as her photo and address. However, the same
document may contain other information that Alice does not
wish to divulge, such as age or job.

Car rental→





Alice
Professor
Birth date
Security ID
Photo
Fingerprint
Public key
Address
Bank account ID

This case is not unique. During a consultation with a
doctor, Alice must be able to present a document showing
only the name, date of birth and social security number. This
illustrates the need for mechanisms for the decentralization of
personal information in order to protect the private data of
users.

Doctor→





Alice
Birth date
Security ID
Photo
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Bank→





Alice
Professor
Fingerprint
Bank account ID

D. The Broadcast Distributed Privacy Protection System Ar-
chitecture

To achieve decentralization of private data, we proposed
a distributed architecture named Broadcast distributed privacy
protection system (BDPPS) based on the decentralization of
private data, so a hierarchical architecture is needed. To reflect
structural relationships and hierarchies, we used a binary tree.
The advantages of binary trees are well known: flexibility, easy
construction and management (searching, insertion), etc.

Fragmentation and distribution of sensitive data has always
been the best solution to protect these data (with encryption) in
any domain. In [25], a multi-dimensional binary search tree is
adopted to adapt geometrical constraints, thus reducing amount
of computations in trying to improve the data-mining k-means
algorithm for cluster analysis. A binary partition tree is used in
[26] as a region-based to process multi-dimensional Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) data. In [27], an m-branch tree (m >
3) is preferred than binary or ternary trees, to implement a
scalable authenticated dynamic group key exchange protocol.

The basics of this architecture are as follows:

• Private user data is distributed on a set of servers so
that each one contains only the information necessary
for its operation.

• The domains are distributed over the nodes of the tree
in a random manner.

• If a domain needs the private data of a user who
depends on another domain, a search request will be
broadcasted on all system nodes.

• Upon receipt of the response, there is a deadline for
the additional data to be deleted.

The major drawback of this architecture is the large number
of requests sent through the tree when searching private
information. To remedy this problem we decided to improve
this proposal, based on how to divide the domains in the
system.

V. I MPROVED SOLUTION

To minimize the number of messages circulating in the tree
and increase the quality of service, we proposed an improved
architecture named Tree Based distributed privacy protection
system (TBDPPS). The idea is to increase the probability of
finding the sought data by ”parallel” depth-first traversal of
the tree, and to arrange these data in a complementary manner
between two close nodes (servers).

The organization of services is done in a manner allowing
the users data to be structured in a complementary and easy
way. The sent request follows a tree structure in depth in order
to increase the probability of finding the searched data. If a

GenID

Internet
Provider

TV
Provider

Bank

Car
rental

Doctor

Pharmacy

Figure 4: The tree broadcast distributed privacy protection
system principle.

server needs more information, instead of asking the user, it
retrieves them from the nearest server in the tree. Each node
server is supposed to receive a request from a parent node or
a child node for some specific information that it has but they
do not.

For example, a service that has an activity like downloading
videos, music, etc., it would be better to have the bank node
as a closest neighbour, in order to complete the transaction
process as quickly as possible (Figure 4).

This distribution of domains offers various advantages:

• Message number Reduction flowing in the tree.

• Increase in the quality of service.

• Simplicity and ease of personal data management.

A. Example

Following the previous example, by using her PDA, Alice
was authenticated with a car rental service to rent a car.
According to the proposed architecture, it is the car rental
server that will retrieve data about the payment (account
Identifier).

The server prepares a query that contains the necessary
parameters such as domain code, the user ID and the needed
data (Bank account ID), and then sends them to his child nodes
on the tree. The latter seeks the ID of the user and the account
number, if they have the desired data they send the response
request containing the necessary information, if not they send
the request to their child nodes and so on. If no child node
exist then the request is sent to its parent node. The car rental
service node and the bank node belong to the same subtree,
as shown in Figure 4.

B. Decentralized system structure

The system consists of a set of nodes, which are distributed
in a decentralized manner; each node in the system does
not have a global knowledge about other nodes except direct
neighbours. A tree structure is good for storing and retrieving
data.

Definition 1: The decentralized system can be formalized
asT = {N,L}, such thatN = {n1, n2, ..nm} represents the
list of nodes in the network,ni represents theith node in
the system andm is the total number of nodes, andL =
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{ni, nj}, (1 ≤ i ≤ m and1 ≤ j ≤ m wherei 6= j) is a set of
links between different nodes in the system.

Definition 2: Each nodeni in the setN can be formalized
as a tuple of{Si, Lni, Rni} where:

• Si is the list of services in the ith node

• Lni is the node connected toni on the left

• Rni is the node connected toni on the right.

Remark:The GenID node (root) is a particular node and
maintains another parameterDs, a set of all nodes data
descriptionsDsi, which contains the data categories of each
node.

The following definition sets the parameters needed to
construct the virtual tree based on the user’s personal data
placed on each node and their level of importance.

Definition3: Di = {d1, d2, ...dk} is a list of user’s infor-
mation affiliated to ith node, for each data, a sensitivity level
si is associated.

C. Community construction

Each node that is part of the system is considered as an
entry point. Each nodeni is connected, at least, to one node
nj that is already present in the system. The establishment of
connection between bothni andnj is based on the intersection
of the sets of sensitive data (same level) needed by both nodes.

The GenID node is created first with the implementation for
the system, then each new domain is added to the tree through
the root at the request of the service. Joining or leaving the
tree will be done by executing the following APIs:

-FindPosition: Finding a node to connect a new one. The
best node position will depend on the number of common
sensitive items needed by the new node with the existing node.
For example, node Pharmacy have much more common items
with node Doctor rather than Bank node. Let a new node has
Dsnew as a data description set of its sensitive data, then the
best node to which to connect the new node is the nodeni

with Dsi such thatDsi

⋂
Dsnew is the largest andLni or

Rni is null. If many nodes satisfy this equation then the node,
which will generate a less set of transformations of the tree,
will be chosen.

-JoinTree: When a new node wants to join the system, a
request is sent to GenID (root), which will execute FindNode
to find the best position, then the joining operation is executed
(updating tree links).

-LeaveTree: When a node wants to leave the system,
a request is sent to the root, and the leaving operation is
executed. A node leaves the system if the business or service
associated to the domain/node exits no more for example. This
operation is critical because some needed data items shared
with other nodes may disappear.

- NodeFailure: When a node detects a failed node (non-
responding) it sends a request to the GenID node, which will
execute the leaving process.

If the tree is skewed and unbalanced the search cost may
increase. In a weakly connected tree structure partitions may

appear, so extra-links, with non-affected nodes, may be added
to reserve places for eventual servers joining the tree.

D. Algorithms

In the following section, the different algorithms executed
by the tree’s nodes when receiving user’s requests are de-
scribed and they use the following defined variables:

codD: The domain code, which sends the research request.

reqID : Request identifier.

userID : User identifier.

privateData : The set of private data belonging to a
domain.

Ldata : The set of needed data to satisfy the user’s
request.

data : The set of data conveyed by requests/responses.

found : A Boolean variable (initiallyFALSE).

1) User registration: When a user submits a registration
request to a domain in the system for the first time, this domain
sends a request to the GenID node. This node first verifies the
validity of the request (a real new user), if it is valid it generates
a unique identifier (a numeric or alphanumeric string), then
broadcasts it on the tree. The registration of the new user on the
requested service domain will concern only the partial needed
private data. If the user is known to GenID but not to the
domain, thus a new domain, then it will be registered in this
domain with the partially needed private data.

The algorithm implemented on the GenID node is given in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 User registration
Require: Request by a new user
Ensure: User identifieruserID .

1: if new userthen
2: if current node code = GenID codethen
3: generate auserID to user
4: end if
5: saveuserID
6: send (codD, reqID , userID ) to child nodes.
7: else
8: register user to domain
9: end if

A user request for a service in a domain will, eventually,
lead to its registration in other domains (if not already done),
if the fulfillment of the service requires other data associated
to these other domains.

2) Service request:When a user requests a service to a
domain the latter searches its database to retrieve the user’s
private data. If there is a lack of information necessary for a
proper operation of the service, the server propagates a request
containing some parameters in its sub-tree to find the missing
data simultaneously through both right and left child nodes.
If the answer obtained from its sub-tree is negative then the
request will be sent to the parent node.
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The search stops when the initiator domain has recovered
all the necessary data, or has received the request sent by a
node (child for the root node or parent for other domain) and
the variable found is false. The main steps are as follows:

Step1: The user submits a service request to a domain as
given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Service request Algorithm
Require: Request by a user affiliated to domain(Ldata)
Ensure: Satisfaction of a service

1: if Ldata ⊂ privateData then
2: service satisfied
3: else
4: send (codD, reqID , userID , Ldata , found ) to

child nodes
5: end if

Step2: The receipt of the request by another domain: Upon
receipt of this request, the domain checks if the user ID and
data exists, if yes it will formulate a response containing the
found data (private data’ is a part ofprivate data )
and sends to the issuer (codD of the request), otherwise it
sends the request to his child nodes, if they exist, or to its
parent node. The result is given in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Request reception Algorithm
Require: Request(codD, reqID , userID , data , found )
Ensure: Collect missing private data

1: if (userID ∈ domain) && (data ⊂ privateData )
then

2: found ← TRUE
3: data ←privateData’
4: send (codD, reqID , userID , data , found ) to

codD node
5: else
6: if ∃ child nodesthen
7: send (codD, reqID , userID , data , found ) to

child node
8: else
9: send (codD, reqID , userID , data , found ) to

parent node
10: end if
11: end if

The statementdata ←privateData’ concerns only the
wanted data from the setprivateData .

Step3: The receipt of the request by the issuer: Upon receipt
of the request, the issuer verifies the boolean variablefound
if it is true. Then it compares the data received with the data
sought and if all the data are found then the service is executed,
otherwise the issuer will make another request by omitting
all the found data and sending it to another child if it exists
or to the parent to explore another sub-tree. The service is
unsatisfied when the issuer receives the request by one of its
neighbors (child for the root and parent for other nodes) and
the variablefound is FALSE. The term ”card ” stands for
the cardinal of a set. Algorithm 4 illustrates this step.

The statementdata ← Ldata -data concerns the case
whendata contains more than one item, so the found items

Algorithm 4 Issuer request reception Algorithm
Require: Request(codD, reqID , userID , data , found )
Ensure: Satisfaction of a service.

1: if found =TRUEthen
2: if card (Ldata ) = card (data ) then
3: Service satisfied
4: else
5: data ← Ldata -data
6: send (codD, reqID , userID , data , found ) to

child node
7: end if
8: else
9: if parent node not visitedthen

10: send (codD, reqID , userID , data , found ) to
parent node

11: else
12: Service not satisfied
13: end if
14: end if

are retrieved from the setdata to continue the search for the
rest of items.

If a service is satisfied theLdata is deleted after a fixed
delay, which is the time needed for the service to be satisfied.
Each transmitted sensitive datadi will be accompanied with a
time to live (TTL) depending on its sensitivity levelsi.

If all the links of the tree exist, then all the needed data
exist on the tree and it will be found. In this case, the searching
time will be, at maximum, the time of parallel browsing of the
tree (height size).

A service cannot be satisfied if the needed data is not found,
and this is possible only if the concerned server node (which
has the data) or the links are down. In this case, a request is
repeated after a random delay.

VI. VALIDATION

We have proposed a solution that solves the problem of
data privacy for mobile users. Our proposal is to define a new
architecture that takes into account the separation of different
domains in the system and corresponds to a tree. The user’s
personal data are distributed across a set of servers so that none
will ever have all the user’s private data except those required
for its operation.

A. Simulation results

Figures 5 and 6 show the results of a small simulation
(using Matlab) of the time response and the number of visited
nodes of the proposed method depending on the size of tree
and the number of missing items in the data. The time response
depends on the number of visited nodes, which depends on the
tree height (log(m)) and, even if the number of missing items
increases, the parallel parsing of the tree is done at maximum
once.

B. Synthesis

The proposed method is also evaluated based on the
requirements of ubiquitous computing security as defined in
Section II.C:
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• Decentralization: In the proposed system, the different
domains making up the ubiquitous environment do not
share user’s private data. Each domain maintains a
subset of the user’s necessary data.

• Interoperability: The collaboration between the nodes
of the system is done to allow a collection of different
private data that a domain needs. Each system node
can communicate with other remote nodes across his
neighbors, by sending the different requests.

• Transparency: The TBDPPS system reduces the inter-
action of the user during the authentication process
and service request. Indeed, a user authenticates first
to a service then can acquire other services in an easy
and intuitive way, because it is the first server that will
retrieve the rest of the user’s private data.

• Traceability: Transactions in our system are made
via certificates that guarantee non-repudiation of users
(certificates owners) in order to identify any performed
transactions.

• Flexibility: The system TBDPPS offers the user the
possibility to be authenticated regardless of the ca-
pacity of the use device and the different identification

methods.

• Privacy protection: Taking into account the separation
of the different data on separate domains of the sys-
tem, so that an intruder cannot have the totality of the
user’s private information, thus protecting these data
against unwanted disclosure, the proposed architecture
allows the protection of users private data and over-
comes the problems of their storage on a vulnerable
single server.

• Data distribution: The propositions given in [19] and
[20] deal with distributed private data but the client
is an actor, so transparency is not verified. For the
latter, it even preconizes a tree architecture but noisy
information are included. In our proposition only the
private data is distributed, which means less data
transmission.

• Autonomy: The proposed system operates without the
client intervention. So a hacker cannot get a user’s
private data. Attacks like sniffing cannot succeed be-
cause only some of private data is circulating on the
network. Finally, the only dangerous attack is a non-
trusted or corrupted server (node), but we supposed
that all the domains are authenticated using a trusted
third-party protocol.

• Number of messages: Only one type of message will
be used. A request is used to collect the missing
private data, and the same request is used to send the
response to the request issuer.

• Algorithmic complexity: the complexity of the pro-
posed method is given depending on the type of trees
(from the best to the worst), and on each situation.

Type of binary tree Complexity
Complete tree O(log m)

Full tree O(log m)
One-branch tree O(m)

Situation Complexity
Registration O(log m)
Full private data present O(1)
One missing item O(2 ∗ log m)
More than one missing O(2 ∗ log m)

The variablem is the number of domains/nodes in the
system/tree.

C. Threat analysis

Threat analysis is an important part in security engineering
and it forms the basis for the security design of a system. In
our threat analysis, we consider following information items to
be of special sensitivity: user identity, user contact information,
and user bank information.

The main goal for attacks, which we assume in our analy-
sis, is to obtain private information about the user. The threats
are considered to be related to illegal combining of user records
in different parts of the system, or to the threats introduced by
direct external eavesdropping and active intrusion into system
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Figure 7: Attacks tree.

components. The attack tree used in our analysis is shown in
Figure 7 [28].

The solutions to the different attacks are present in the
proposed distributed solution.

• In some cases the IP address may be linkable to a
specific device. The private data (not all) is transmitted
from the user to a server only once during registration.
Then the other transmissions are done between trusted
encrypted communicating servers. That’s why the sec-
ond attack ”Joining common keys” is also not present.
A commonly used method to protect against the threat
”user IP tracking” is the use of an anonymities proxy
if needed.

• Distributing the user information in the system de-
creases the impact and the risk of the threat ”combin-
ing user’s records”. The distribution may decrease the
client privacy concerns, as no one in the system has
information about users files, real identity and credit
card information.

• As all communications between the user’s device and
the system and between the different servers of the
system are supposed protected using encryption for
example, then the probability of successful eavesdrop-
ping attacks is very low. The eavesdropping will not
impact user’s privacy perceptions so much, that it
would have a negative impact on the adoption of the
proposed solution.

• To avoid intrusion, each user is identified once and
affiliated to the first domain (service) requested. This
operation is supposed associated with guarantees as
for a classical registry in a bank for example. So
any intruder will be at least detected by the supposed
affiliated domain.

VII. C ONCLUSION

Ubiquitous environment allows performing the appropriate
actions to the user while adapting to environmental conditions,
preferences and user profile. Building such an environment is

very difficult, given the user’s everyday environments com-
posed of heterogeneous devices, leading to a dynamic system.

The proposed solution considers a distribution of user’s
personal data on a set of servers (domains/nodes) linked in a
binary tree-based virtual architecture. Examples of such tree
are given, and algorithms implementing the registration of a
new user and the propagation of a request and its response are
proposed.

The proposed method overcomes the aforementioned defi-
ciency, and takes into account decentralization and the method
of domain dissociation to make communication easy and
flexible. The number of domains is limited so the tree size
is limited and, since it is a binary tree, its construction will
be easier. The proposed approach is applicable to ubiquitous
systems, but also to cloud computing. Indeed, the different
cloud service providers are the domains/nodes of the tree and
a user is the cloud service consumer. The communications
between the servers are supposed encrypted.

Solutions for the recognized privacy threats leads to some
complex security implementations, and a tradeoff between the
two is advised, because if users find the system too complex
to use, they might find it hard to trust and not adopting
it. Distributed solution may require more privacy statements,
service agreements, and other legal documents. Searching
separated data means more complicated data storage system
and data structures in the research analysis.

A dynamic construction of the virtual tree is preconized.
Only the one-to-one links of the tree are to be built by
identifying the parent-child link. This may be done at the first
user’s request by the Generator of identifiers node. To achieve
this a method for domains dissociation in the system based on
private data located in each node is proposed. The established
communications at the request will be deleted after to obtain
a virtual or ephemeral tree.

As future work, it would be interesting to consider a virtual
identifier to guarantee confidentiality. Hiding user’s identity,
by protecting his personally identified information (PII) thus
assuring confidentiality, is the first step to guarantee privacy.
This approach is our current research work.
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